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UNIT II : Syllabus 



The Appearance of Forms 

The main characteristic of a Form is the title bar on which the  Form's 

caption is displayed. On the left end of the title bar is the  Control Menu 

icon. Clicking this icon opens the Control Menu.  

Maximize, Minimize and Close buttons can be found on the right 

side of the Form. 

Displaying information 



In order to load and unload the forms, Load and Unload statements are  

used. The Load statement has the following syntax : 

Load FormName 

And the Unload statement has the following syntax : 

Unload FormName 

Showing Forms 

Show method is used to Show a Form. If the Form is loaded but  invisible, 

the Show method is used to bring the Form on Top every other  window. If 

the Form is not loaded, the Show method loads it and then  displays it. 

Syntax of the Show method of the Form 

FormName.Show mode 

Loading and Unloading forms 



The Hide method is used to hide a Form. The following is the syntax of  

the Hide Method. 

FormName.Hide 

To hide a Form from within its own code, the following code can be used. 

Me.Hide 

 

Displaying information in Forms 
If the user wants to make form respond to mouse click, Double click any  

part of form1. 

Double clickopens code window 

Hiding forms 



All loops have two parts: 
The body of the loop (the statements being repeated) a termination  

condition that stops the loop 

Failure to have a valid termination condition can lead to an endless  loop 

 

Types of Loops 
 Event-driven 

 Determinate 

 Indeterminate 

 

Event-driven loops are repeated by the user causing an event to occur 
Determinate loops repeat a known number of times 
Indeterminate loops repeat an unknown number of times 

Variables should be initialized before being used in a loop 

Loops 



 Event-driven loops are repeated by user causing an event to occur 

 Variable scope is important for loops; Variables in event procedures 
are local and are reset to zero when procedure terminates 

 Variables defined at form level are known to all procedures and retain  
their value between events 

 Form-level variables are declared in the Declarations procedure of 
the General object 

 Static variables retain their value between events but are local to  
event procedure 

 Declared with Static keyword 

Event Driven  loop 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pb8G7dv15VE


For Next Loop 
Best way to create a determinate loop is to use a For-Next Loop 

For variable = start value to end value Step 
change value 

statements that compose body of loop 
Next variable 
where variable = the counter variable in the loop 
start value = the beginning value of the counter variable 
end value = the ending value of the counter variable 
change value = the amount the counter variable changes each time  
through the loop 
Next variable = the end of the For loop 

Determinate Loop 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvWusTkhO_s


Indeterminate Loop 

While Wend 
Syntax: 
While (expression) 

………………………. 
……body of the loop... 
………………………. 

Wend 

Do While 

Syntax: 

Do while (expression) 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………body of the loop.. 

Loop 

Do Until…loop 
Syntax : 

Do until ( expression) 
…………………….. 
…………………….. 
..body of the loop…. 
……………………. 
……………………. 

Loop 

Indeterminate loops run for an unknown number of repetitions until a  
condition is true or while a condition is true 
Pre-Test loops have termination condition before loop body 
Post-test loops have termination condition after loop body 
 

While…Wend  Do while …loop  Do Until…Loop 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPMRGKXAe-8


If then else 

For two alternative decisions, the If-Then-Else decision structure should  
be used 
In pseudocode, this is: 
If condition is true then 
implement true alternative 
Else 
implement false alternative 
End Decision 

Multiple alternative 

For multiple alternatives, the general form in pseudocode is:  Select one: 

Condition 1 is true; implement alternative 1  Condition 2 is true: 

implement alternative 2  Condition 3 is true; implement alternative 3 

End Selection. 

Control structure 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mkn8TvrtaOI


Many built-in functions are offered by Visual Basic fall under various  

categories. These functions are procedures that return a value. 

 

Basic Categories: 

oDate and Time Functions 

oFormat Function 

oString Function 

Built in Function 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YtMg0TIGbo


Built in Function 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YtMg0TIGbo


Procedure and sub functions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89DL5H8HVhw


Procedure and sub functions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89DL5H8HVhw


Procedure and sub functions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89DL5H8HVhw


 What is loops? 

 Difference between determinate and indeterminate loop 

 Explain about the If condition statement with example. 

 What is switch case 

 Explain detail about the functions and procedure in vb. 

 Define built in functions 

Important Questions: 


